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Time, Work, and Culture in the Middle Ages 1980
when i studied these manuals a source then little exploited i noticed that the academic like the merchant was
justified by reference to the labor he accomplished the novelty of the academics thus ultimately appeared to lie in
their role as intellectual workers my attention was therefore drawn to two notions whose ideological avatars i
attempted to trace through the concrete social conditions in which they developed these notions were labor and
time under these two heads i maintain two open files from which some of the articles collected here are drawn i
am still persuaded that attitudes toward work and time are essential aspects of social structure and function and
that the study of such attitudes offers a useful tool for the historian who wishes to examine the societies in which
they develop preface page xii

The Medieval Imagination 1992-12-15
to write this history of the imagination le goff has recreated the mental structures of medieval men and women by
analyzing the images of man as microcosm and the church as mystical body the symbols of power such as flags
and oriflammes and the contradictory world of dreams marvels devils and wild forests le goff is one of the most
distinguished of the french medieval historians of his generation he has exercised immense influence maurice
keen new york review of books the whole book turns on a fascinating blend of the brutally materialistic and the
generously imaginative tom shippey london review of books the richness imaginativeness and sheer learning of le
goff s work demand to be experienced m t clanchy times literary supplement

The Work of Jacques Le Goff and the Challenges of Medieval History
1997
essays on medieval history inspired by and engaging with the work of jacques le goff the essays in this volume
arise from the proceedings of a conference held in 1994 to celebrate the life and work of the eminent french
medievalist jacques le goff set within thematic sections popular religion and heresy the body royalty andits
mystique intellectuals in medieval society and others many of the challenges raised by le goff are reassessed and
reapproached there is an explicit historiographical focus in a section on the reception and influence of le goff with
particular reference to the annales school of history with which he is strongly identified the volume also indicates
the problems which animate current research in medieval studies especially in certain areas of social and cultural
history miri rubin is professor of history queen mary university of london contributors alexander murray peter
biller andrÉ vauchez r i moore otto gerhard oexle lester k little walter simons adeline rucquoi alain boureau jean
dubabin william chester jordan peter linehan miri rubin gabor klaniczay aaron gurevich robin briggs stuart clark

History and Memory 1992
in this brillant meditation on conceptions of history le goff traces the evolution of the historian s craft examining
real and imagined oppositions between past and present ancient and modern oral and written history history and
memory reveals the strands of continuity that have characterized historiography from ancient mesopotamia to
modern europe

Saint Francis of Assisi 2023-09-28
known for speaking with the birds for professing poverty receiving the stigmata and for initiating the franciscan
order francis of assisi is one of the most radical and inspiring figures in christianity in this outstanding and
celebrated biography the distinguished medievalist jacques le goff paints a fascinating picture of the life of francis
of assisi locating francis in the feudal world of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries and exploring the social and
political changes taking place at the time le goff assess the dramatic influence of the saint on the medieval church
and celebrates his role in the spiritual revival of the catholic church this routledge classics edition includes a new
foreword by sean l field

Must We Divide History Into Periods? 2015-09-08
we have long thought of the renaissance as a luminous era that marked a decisive break with the past but the idea
of the renaissance as a distinct period arose only during the nineteenth century though the view of the middle
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ages as a dark age of unreason has softened somewhat we still locate the advent of modern rationality in the
italian thought and culture of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries jacques le goff pleads for a strikingly different
view in this his last book he argues persuasively that many of the innovations we associate with the renaissance
have medieval roots and that many of the most deplorable aspects of medieval society continued to flourish during
the renaissance we should instead view western civilization as undergoing several renaissances following the fall
of rome over the course of a long middle ages that lasted until the mid eighteenth century while it is indeed
necessary to divide history into periods le goff maintains the meaningful continuities of human development only
become clear when historians adopt a long perspective genuine revolutions the shifts that signal the end of one
period and the beginning of the next are much rarer than we think

My Quest for the Middle Ages 2019-08-05
in this fascinating book which takes the form of a series of edited interviews with noted journalist jean maurice de
montremy jacques le goff offers us a synthesis of his work in the course of these conversations he explains how he
came to write his books and how an overall view of the civilisation of the middle ages gradually emerged a
civilisation which shaped western culture both for better and for worse each conversation touches upon one of the
major themes of his work and the book as a whole presents the reader with a fascinating attempt to recover define
and understand the middle ages

Your Money Or Your Life 1988-03
in this intriguing study jacques le goff one of the most esteemed contemporary french historians of the middle
ages presents a concise investigation of the problem that usury posed for the medieval church which had long
condemned the lending of money for interest

Legendary Ireland 2013-10-01
this beautiful book visits twenty eight richly atmospheric sites and tells the mythological stories associated with
them woven into these landscapes are tales of love and betrayal greed and courage passion and revenge featuring
the famous characters of celtic lore such as cú chulainn the children of lír and queen maeve the historical and
archaeological facts and the folk traditions of each ancient site are explored some are famous such as tara and
newgrange others are less well known but equally captivating such as the béara peninsula in cork in a world
where many have lost touch with the land and their past the legendary irish landscape still survives and the
stories are never quite over as long as there are people to tell them

Money and the Middle Ages 2012-10-15
jacques le goff sets out in this book to explain the role of money or rather of the various types of money in the
economy life and mentalities of the middle ages he seeks also to explain how in a society dominated by religion the
church viewed money and how it taught christians what attitudes they should adopt towards it and towards the
uses to which it could be put he shows that although money played an important role in the rise of towns and
trade and in state formation there was no capitalism but only a pre capitalism in the middle ages even by their end
in the absence of a truly global market this is why economic development remained slow and limited in spite of
some remarkable success stories it was a period in which it was as important to give money as it was to earn it
true wealth was not yet the wealth of this world even though money played an increasingly large role in reality
and in mentalities no similar discussion of this subject aimed at a wide readership has previously been published
written by one of the greatest medievalists this book will be recognized as a standard work on the topic

Medieval Civilization 400 - 1500 1991-08-26
this one thousand year history of the civilization of western europe has already been recognized in france as a
scholarly contribution of the highest order and as a popular classic jacques le goff has written a book which will
not only be read by generations of students and historians but which will delight and inform all those interested in
the history of medieval europe part one historical evolution is a narrative account of the entire period from the
barbarian settlement of roman europe in the fifth sixth and seventh centuries to the war torn crises of christian
europe in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries part two medieval civilization is analytical concerned with the
origins of early medieval ideas of culture and religion the constraints of time and space in a pre industrial world
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and the reconstruction of the lives and sensibilities of the people during this long period medieval civilization
combines the narrative and descriptive power characteristic of anglo saxon scholarship with the sensitivity and
insight of the french historical tradition

Constructing the Past 1985-11-29
this book presents a selection of ten significant contributions of essays to french historiography

Intellectuals in the Middle Ages 1993-04-15
in this pioneering work jacques le goff examines both the creation of the medieval universities in the great cities
of the european high middle ages and the linked origins of the intellectuals the first europeans since the classic
age to owe their livelihoods to their teaching and accumulation of knowledge the author s argument is that the
intellectuals abelard most typically were a new category of person neither monk nor knight with a new method
scholastic dialectic and a new objective knowledge for its own sake for the first time in spain france england and
germany the luxury of thinking and learning ceased to be the limited preserve of the higher echelons of the
church and the court the effect the author shows was to bring about an irreversible shift in european culture this
intellectual history of medieval europe translated from the revised french edition of 1984 will be widely welcomed
by students and scholars of the middle ages throughout the english speaking world

The Birth of Europe 2009-02-04
in this ground breaking new study jacques le goff arguably theleading medievalist of his generation presents his
view of theprimacy of the middle ages in the development of europeanhistory a superb and necessary book this
provocative assessmentfrom a lifetime of scholarship might help us to place ourselves not just territorially but in
that other precious element ofhistory time the guardian a book that never fails to be informative readable
andprovocative le goff has been the bravest and best of championsfor medieval history this book is in every sense
aninspiration bbc history magazine praised by prominent figures in europe and history including rt hon
christopher patten ch former member of the europeancommission and neil kinnock vice president
europeancommission

Medieval Callings 1995-12-18
these essays by eleven internationally renowned historians present nuanced profiles of the major social and
professional groups the callings of the middle ages the contributors focus on attitudes of medieval men and
women toward their own society through a variety of techniques from a reading of the song of roland to a reading
of administrative records they identify characteristic viewpoints of members of the fighting class the clergy and
the peasantry along with vivid descriptions of what life was like for warrior knights monks high churchmen
criminals lepers shepherds and prostitutes this innovative approach offers a valuable new perspective on the
complex social dynamics of feudal europe very useful discussions of texts both learned and literary christopher
dyer times literary supplement contributors mariateresa fumagalli beonio brocchieri franco cardini enrico
castelnuovo giovanni cherubini bronislaw geremek aron ja gurevich christiane klapisch zuber jacques le goff
giovanni miccoli jacques rossiaud and andré vauchez

Your Money Or Your Life 1988-03
in this intriguing study jacques le goff one of the most esteemed contemporary french historians of the middle
ages presents a concise investigation of the problem that usury posed for the medieval church which had long
condemned the lending of money for interest

The Birth of Purgatory 1986-12-15
noting that the doctrine of purgatory does not appear in the latin theology of the west before the late twelfth
century the author identifies the profound social and intellectual changes which caused its widespread acceptance
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In Search of Sacred Time 2020-05-12
how the golden legend shaped the medieval imagination it is impossible to understand the middle ages without
grasping the importance of the golden legend the most popular medieval collection of saints lives assembled in the
thirteenth century by genoese archbishop jacobus de voragine the book became the medieval equivalent of a
bestseller in search of sacred time is the first comprehensive history and interpretation of this crucial book
jacques le goff who was one of the world s most renowned medievalists provides a lucid and compelling account
that shows how the golden legend christianized time itself reconciling human and divine temporality authoritative
eloquent and original in search of sacred time is a major reinterpretation of a book that is central to
comprehending the medieval imagination

The Medieval World 1997
this 1000 year history of the civilization of western europe has been recognized in france as a scholarly
contribution of the highest order and as a popular classic jacques le goff has written a book which will be read by
generations of students and historians part one is a narrative account of the entire period from the barbarian
settlement of roman europe in the fifth sixth and seventh centuries to the war torn crises of christian europe in
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries part two is analytical concerned with the origins of early medieval ideas of
culture and religion the constraints of time and space in a pre industrial world and the reconstruction of the lives
and sensibilities of the people during this long period le goff combines the narrative and descriptive power
characteristic of anglo saxon scholarship with the sensitivity and insight of the french historical tradition from
publisher description

Medieval Civilization, 400-1500 2000
heroes and marvels of the middle ages is a history like no other it is a history of the imagination presented
between two celebrated groups of the period one group consists of heroes charlemagne el cid king arthur orlando
pope joan melusine merlin the wizard and also the fox and the unicorn the other is the miraculous represented
here by three forms of power that dominated medieval society the cathedral the castle and the cloister roaming
between the boundaries of the natural and the supernatural between earth and the heavens the medieval universe
is illustrated by a shared iconography covering a vast geographical span this imaginative history is also a
continuing story which presents the heroes and marvels of the middle ages as the times defined them venerated
then bequeathed to future centuries where they have continued to live and transform through remembrance of the
past adaptation to the present and openness to the future

Heroes and Marvels of the Middle Ages 2020-09-02
m cecilia gaposchkin reconstructs and analyzes the process that led to king louis ix of france s canonization in
1297 and the consolidation and spread of his cult

The Making of Saint Louis 2008
inspired by the insights of reinhart koselleck and françois hartog two pioneers of the temporal turn in
historiography clark shows how friedrich wilhelm rejected the notion of continuity with the past believing instead
that a sovereign must liberate the state from the entanglements of tradition to choose freely among different
possible futures he demonstrates how frederick the great abandoned this paradigm for a neoclassical vision of
history in which sovereign and state transcend time altogether and how bismarck believed that the statesman s
duty was to preserve the timeless permanence of the state amid the torrent of historical change clark describes
how hitler did not seek to revolutionize history like stalin and mussolini but instead sought to evade history
altogether emphasizing timeless racial archetypes and a prophetically foretold future

Time and Power 2021-04-13
canonized in 1297 as saint louis king louis ix of france 1214 1270 was the central figure of christendom in the
thirteenth century he ruled when france was at the height of power he commanded the largest army in europe and
controlled the wealthiest kingdom renowned for his patronage of the arts louis was equally famous for his choice
to imitate the suffering christ as a humbly attired bearded penitent armed with the considerable resources of the
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nouvel historien jacques le goff mines existing materials about saint louis to forge a new historical biography of
the king part of his ambitious project is to reconstruct the mental universe of the thirteenth century le goff
describes the scholastic and intellectual background of louis s reign and most importantly he discusses
methodology and the interpretation of written sources their composition provenance and reliability le goff divides
his unconventional biography into three parts in the first he gives us the contours of louis s life from birth to death
in the usual context of family dynamics and genealogy courtly and regional politics and shifts in economic social
and cultural life in sifting through the historical accounts of the king s life le goff determines that it is louis ix s
profound sense of moral and religious purpose his desire to become the ideal christian ruler that colors his every
action from boyhood on it is also for le goff what renders contemporary accounts problematic and what
necessitates further scrutiny that dissection of sources occupies the second part le goff s intention is to pare away
the layers of homily and anecdote produced by the king s early biographers to discover the true st louis
questioning whether st louis was merely the invention of his eulogists le goff penetrates beyond the literary and
hagiographical evidence to the human behind the legend he brilliantly analyzes louis s progression toward his
unique self creation and its subsequent mythologizing in the third part le goff highlights the contradictions within
louis and his historical image that previous chroniclers have elided and overlooked in the end he leaves us with
the saint rather than the king with all the paradoxes embedded within that dual role a prolific medievalist of
international renown jacques le goff 1924 is the former director of studies at the l École des hautes Études en
sciences sociales paris among his honors is the dr a h heineken prize for history bestowed in 2004 by the royal
netherlands academy of arts and sciences to le goff for fundamentally changing our view of the middle ages he
was also among the recipients of the 2007 dan david prize in recognition of contributions to his discipline of louis
life from birth to death in the usual context of family dynamics and genealogy courtly and regional politics and
shifts in economic social and cultural life in sifting through the historical accounts of the king s life le goff
determines that it is louis ix s profound sense of moral and religious purpose his desire to become the ideal
christian ruler that colors his every action from boyhood on it is also for le goff what renders contemporary
accounts problematic and what necessitates further scrutiny that dissection of sources occupies the second part le
goff s intention is to pare away the layers of homily and anecdote produced by the king s early biographers to
discover the true saint louis questioning whether saint louis was merely the invention of his eulogists le goff
penetrates beyond the literary and hagiographical evidence to the human behind the legend he brilliantly analyzes
louis progress toward his unique self creation and its subsequent mythologizing in the third part le goff highlights
the contradictions within louis and his historical image that previous chroniclers have elided or overlooked in the
end he leaves us with the saint rather than the king with all the paradoxes embedded in that role

Saint Louis 2009
three book editors jaded by reading far too many crackpot manuscripts on the mystic and the occult are inspired
by an extraordinary conspiracy story told to them by a strange colonel to have some fun they start feeding random
bits of information into a powerful computer capable of inventing connections between the entries thinking they
are creating nothing more than an amusing game but then their game starts to take over the deaths start
mounting and they are forced into a frantic search for the truth

Foucault's Pendulum 2014-08-29
in this fascinating study schmitt examines the significance of the widespread belief in ghosts during the middle
ages and traces the imaginative political and religious contexts of these everyday haunts ghosts were pitiful or
terrifying usually solitary creatures who arose from their tombs to haunt their friends and relatives including
numerous color illustrations of ghosts and their trappings this book presents a unique and intriguing look at
medieval culture 28 color plates

Ghosts in the Middle Ages 1998-04-28
possiamo educare i più giovani all europa e ai suoi valori di pace e multiculturalità scaviamo all interno dell
europa da ogni periodo della storia noi europei moderni abbiamo ricevuto qualcosa in eredità trasformiamoci in
archeologi dell europa scavando prima il sottosuolo e poi tra i libri le iscrizioni gli archivi i musei e sulla superficie
andiamo alla ricerca dei monumenti delle abitazioni degli oggetti che testimoniano tecniche e stili di epoche
differenti jacques le goff ripercorre tappa dopo tappa l eccitante sfida dell europa il più piccolo dei continenti che
ha conquistato mezzo mondo ha innescato la miccia di tante rivoluzioni ha trasformato il pianeta
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L'Europa raccontata da Jacques Le Goff 2015-06-30T00:00:00+02:00
jacques le goff is a prominent figure in the tradition of french medieval scholarship profoundly influenced by the
annales school notably bloch febvre and braudel and by the ethnographers and anthropologists mauss dumézil and
lévi strauss in building his argument for another middle ages un autre moyen âge le goff documents the
emergence of the collective mentalité from many sources with scholarship both imaginative and exact

Time, Work, and Culture in the Middle Ages 1980
the seventeen authors of this volume present an all round picture of the person the work and the influence of the
russian medievalist aron gurevich who introduced innovative approaches to scholarship against all odds professor
janos bak central european university

Saluting Aron Gurevich 2010
from the twelfth century a growing sense of cultural confidence in the latin west at the same time that the central
lands of islam suffered from numerous waves of conquest and devastation was accompanied by the increasing
importance of the genre of empirical ethnographies from a a global perspective what is most distinctive of europe
is the genre s long term impact rather than its mere empirical potential or its ethnocentrism all of which can also
be found in china and in islamic cultures hence what needs emphasizing is the multiplication of original writings
over time their increased circulation and their authoritative status as a scientific discourse the empirical bent was
more characteristic of travel accounts than of theological disputations in fact the less elaborate the theological
discourse the stronger the ethnographic impulse although many travel writers were clerics this anthology of
classic articles in the history of medieval ethnographies illustrates this theme with reference to the contexts and
genres of travel writing the transformation of enduring myths ranging from oriental marvels to the virtuous
ascetics of india or prester john the practical expression of particular encounters from the mongols to the atlantic
and the various attempts to explain cultural differences either through the concept of barbarism or through
geography and climate

Medieval Ethnographies 2017-05-15
examines european life between the years 1000 and 1300 focusing on the growth of cities the development of a
money based economy and the emergence of a europe newly unified by a shared religion and increased trade

Jacques Le Goff. L'Italia e la storia-Jacques Le Goff. L'Italie et
l'histoire 2017
the annales school emerged in the late 1920s around the history journal annales d histoire économique et sociale
this book examines the origins and evolution of a group which still widely influences the study and teaching of
history

The Late Middle Ages 1990
this highly original book is both a study of emotional discourse in the early middle ages and a contribution to the
debates among historians and social scientists about the nature of human emotions

The Annales School 2009
this book provides a radical reassessment of europe from the late tenth to the early thirteenth centuries

La nouvelle histoire 2006
a full biography of one of the great historians for the twentieth century
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Emotional Communities in the Early Middle Ages 2006
jacques le goff 1924 2014 a été l un des très grands historiens de son temps il a été l auteur d une œuvre immense
consacrée pour l essentiel à l histoire du moyen Âge qu il a renouvelée en profondeur cet ouvrage en explore les
ambitions les objets et les démarches il réunit les contributions présentées à l occasion d une journée d hommage
organisée en janvier 2015 par l École des hautes études en sciences sociales et par la bibliothèque nationale de
france aux très nombreux lecteurs de jacques le goff mais aussi à ses collègues et à leurs étudiants il permettra de
situer l œuvre dans le moment intellectuel et scientifique des années 1960 1990 de prendre la mesure de son
rayonnement international et de rappeler la présence de l homme public un homme toujours soucieux de faire
connaître les résultats de la recherche à un public élargi passionné par les médias mais aussi un citoyen engagé
pour les libertés et un défenseur passionné de l europe en construction

The First European Revolution 2000-10-19
featuring the beauties of michelangelo and leonardo da vinci combined with the dark and hidden side of the
renaissance by an acclaimed historian and expert in the period renowned as an age of artistic rebirth the
renaissance is cloaked with an aura of beauty and brilliance but behind the mona lisa s smile lurked a seamy
vicious world of power politics perversity and corruption that has more in common with the present day than
anyone dares to admit enter a world of corrupt bankers greedy politicians sex crazed priests rampant disease and
lives of extravagance and excess enter the world of the ugly renaissance uncovering the hidden realities beneath
the surface of the period s best known artworks historian alexander lee takes the reader on a breathtaking and
unexpected journey through the italian past and shows that far from being the product of high minded ideals the
sublime monuments of the renaissance were created by flawed and tormented artists who lived in an ever
expanding world of bigotry and hatred the only question is will you ever see the renaissance in quite the same way
again

Marc Bloch 1989

Une autre histoire 2019-06-19

The Ugly Renaissance 2013-09-26

Jacques Le Goff e l'Italia. Ediz. multilingue 2015
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